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ABSTRACT
With the increasing deep learning applications in agriculture,
identification of agriculture product of geographical indication by
images had received remarkable attention from both academic and
engineering fields. In order to facilitate the identification of
Nanfeng mandarin, an identification method based on smartphone
image and deep learning was proposed. In this paper, the research
team proposed a classification scheme by using a stacked
autoencoder based deep learning algorithm with three views of
Nanfeng mandarin. As smartphone photography becomes more
sophisticated, and the speed of a smartphone's internet connection
fully supports real-time transmission of images, the image data
can be easily recorded and quickly uploaded by the smart phone
than other professional image equipment. A stacked autoencoder
based deep learning algorithm was employed here for mandarin
image classification so as to precisely recognize four type
mandarins that were Nanfeng mandarin, Shaowu mandarin,
Liucheng mandarin and Guangchang mandarin respectively.
Experimental results indicated that the method based smartphone
image and deep learning algorithm achieved a high accuracy of
89.45% for Nanfeng mandarin recognition than traditional
identification methods. The method proposed in this paper may
provide a convenient, fast and relatively accurate way for people
to automatic identify Nanfeng mandarin.

CCS Concepts (ACM’S COMPUTING
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (CCS))
• CCS → Computing methodologies→ Machine learning→
Machine learning algorithms → Feature selection
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nanfeng mandarin is a kind of geographical indication product in
Nanfeng country, Jiangxi province, and its research was a single
method, or a comprehensive method combination of spectroscopy
and chromatography in the last years. These methods had been
applied in the identification of Nanfeng mandarin. Although these
methods achieve higher accuracy of identification, these methods
require not only professional devices but also time-consuming.
Therefore, ordinary people were unable to use these methods to
identify whether a mandarin was really a geographical indication
product. The proposed method of identification based on smart
phone and stacked autoencoder (SAE) was relatively practical.
People used smart phones to take the three views of the orange,
and uploaded the image data to the background network. The

background server handled and analyzed the image, got the type
of classification, and then sent the results to people's smartphones
in time.
The detection technology based on near infrared reflectance
spectroscopy (NIR) of the agricultural product quality at home
and abroad has been mature. In China, researchers have applied
NIR or atomic absorption spectroscopy to study the quality of
agricultural products, mainly including fruits [1, 2], meat [3, 4]
and dairy products [5, 6]. A study [7] conducted on the NIR
technique for the identification of Yangmei varieties. A study [8]
used NIR technology to test the soluble solids content (SSC) of
Nanfeng mandarin. A study [9] used NMR spectroscopy and NIR
to detect the origin of oolong tea. With the application and
popularization of artificial neural network (ANN) theory, many
scholars began to integrate ANN and spectral detection
technology into the research of agricultural product identification.
According to the principle of metal tracking analysis, a study [10]
used statistics and neural network classifier to identify potato
geographical sources. A study [11] used NIR technology to
identify honey by geographical indications. A study [12] used
principal component analysis method and sequence clustering
analysis to determine the characteristic elements and mechanism
of olive oil of geographical indication product. With the
development and integration of computer technology, image
processing technology and artificial intelligence theory, machine
vision has developed rapidly. In the field of agriculture, machine
vision [13] can accurately and rapidly identify different kinds of
objects that human eyes cannot quickly or accurately identify.
Many scholars have conducted a series of studies in this field and
achieved certain results. For example, a study [14] proposed an
algorithm for the automatic recognition of Fuji apples on the tree.
A work [15] conducted grading studies on potatoes. A study [16]
identified crops and weeds. In recent years, deep learning (DL)
[17], a new development direction of machine learning, has
received unprecedented attention. DL has shown the magic charm
of intelligent prediction and classification in the fields of speech
recognition, natural language processing and image processing
[18]. With the development of DL, some scholars [8-10]
conducted researches on source identification and identification of
agricultural products based on machine learning. Above scholars
have made certain progress in the research and the classification
accuracy was as high as 88.3%. DL also shows the huge
advantage in agricultural products classification, but these
researches are still in the experimental stage and are still a long
way from practical application.
Most of mandarin farmers in Nanfeng country can accurately
identify the Nanfeng mandarin from mixed oranges based on size,
color, texture and shape, and they can make a correct judgment

with the naked eye. However, for the customers, most people
cannot judge the real and fake Nanfeng mandarin from the
appearance factor. According to the comparative analysis of the
appearance of Nanfeng mandarin and other kinds of mandarin,
Nanfeng mandarin has the appearance features of flat round
concave on the top of fruit, small concave on the base of fruit,
smooth and non-sandy fruit surface and orange peel. These
appearance features are not found in other kinds of mandarin and
have high identification. Based on the comprehensive analysis of
the above research reports and literature, the research team
proposed a research scheme. First, a smartphone is used to obtain
the original three views of Nanfeng mandarin. These images are
uploaded to the background through the network. Then, the image
feature is formed into test data, input the deep neural network, and
get the result of identification. In order to obtain the classification
model with high accuracy, the research team had collected a large
number of four kinds of mandarin from four different regions as
training data. After training and adjusting the parameters of the
deep learning model, the classification accuracy was achieved,
and finally, the geographical indications product identification
model of Nanfeng mandarin was determined.
In the study, a simple identification of Nanfeng mandarin was
demonstrated through the DL algorithm and three views, and so
experimental results showed that this method had high
identification accuracy and feasibility.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Experimental materials
The experimental samples of mandarin in Nanfeng county,
Jiangxi province were from the orchards of three different towns
(Baishe, Sangtian and Qiawan) in Nanfeng county, Jiangxi
province. The team collected 1,100 superior mandarin from
different fruit trees in each orchard and 3,300 from three orchards.
The team shipped these samples to the laboratory as required, and
finally a total of 2,720 prime fruits were selected as formal
samples. A total of 3,300 samples were collected from an orchard
in Liucheng county, Guangxi province. The team shipped these
samples to the laboratory as required, and finally a total of 2,300
prime fruits were selected as formal samples. A total of 3,300
samples were collected from an orchard in Shaowu county, Fujian
province. The team shipped these samples to the laboratory as
required. Due to accidents, picking samples caused more damage
during transportation and finally a total of 1,180 prime fruits were
selected as formal samples. A total of 3,300 samples were
collected from an orchard in Guangchang county, Jiangxi
province. The team shipped these samples to the laboratory as
required. Due to accidents, picking samples causes more damage
during transportation and finally a total of 2,280 prime fruits were
selected as formal samples. The number of all samples reached
8480.Therefore, the number of samples met the requirements of
this study's DL framework. Demographic data for these samples
were shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic data of the four different mandarins

Type

Number

Mean
size[SD](mm)

Max
size(mm)

Mini
size(mm)

Mean
weight[SD](g)

Nanfeng mandarin

2720

38.2[5.0]

42

36

35.8[6.5]

Liucheng mandarin

2300

41.3[4.9]

44

37

40.1[7.3]

Shaowu mandarin

1180

42.2[5.1]

45

38

40.6[7.2]

2280

42.5[5.2]

45

36

40.3[7.3]

Guangchang mandarin

2.2 Proposed method
In general, a sparse autoencoder (AE) [19] was adopted for
features subtraction and dimensionality reduction. A softmax
classifier was adopted in the phase of classification. The sparse
AE is a framework of unsupervised learning, and a stacked
autoencoder (SAE) [20] is a neural network consisting of multiple
layers of sparse AE. The softmax classifier is one type of
supervised learning. SAE and softmax classifier can be well
united in the proposed system, as shown in Figure 1. The outputs
of each layer in SAE are wired to the inputs of the successive
layer. The sparse AE is a key substructure of the SAE, and it has a
symmetrical architecture, as shown in Figure 2.Given a training
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units are the input data. The mapping from input layer into hidden
layer can be regarded as encoding, while the mapping from
hidden layer into output layer can be regarded as decoding. SAE
architecture is constructed by stacking the input and hidden layers
of sparse AE, where a subsequent layer is trained through the
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output of its previous layer. In the proposed SAE, there are four
layers, i.e., an input layer, two hidden layers and an output layer.
The structure of the proposed SAE is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. The proposed system based on SAE and softmax classifier
So the SAE is considered as one framework of deep learning. It is
remarkable that deep learning has been a research focus in latest
years. This novel machine learning method has been successfully
applied in the areas of speech recognition [21], human face
identification [22] and computer vision [23]. SAE enjoys all the
benefits of deep learning frames of greater expressive power.
After each layer of the SAE is set up, the model of network is
considered as a whole used to fine-tune all pre-trained parameters
with a softmax regression classifier. The softmax regression
classifier is a generalized model which can be employed to
resolve a multi-task classification. The goal of SAE is to minimize
the distance between the l-th layer and the (l-1)-th layer to learn W
and b. The cost function can be computed as:
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where m is the number of training samples, nl is the number of
layers, and sl is the number of units in the l-th layer. In equation
(4), the first term is the mean square error between inputs and
outputs, representing the quality of learning, while the second
term is a regularization term (also called a weight decay term) that
tends to decrease the magnitude of the weights and helps prevent
the learning from over-fitting, λis the weight decay parameter.
To ensure that the features of hidden layer are desirably sparse,
one sparsity constraint must be introduced in the cost function to
control the learning process. This sparsity constraint parameter
controls the average activation of the hidden units. The average
activation of the j-th hidden unit is defined as:
m
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where aj denotes the activation of hidden unit j in the SAE. If ˆ j
is small enough (close to 0.05), most units of hidden layer will be
inactive. To force ˆ j be equal to a very small value  , the
sparsity penalty term is designed based on the concept of
Kullback - Leibler (KL) divergence:
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ultimately minimized by updating W and b. It is necessary to
calculate the contributions of all units in the hidden layer and
output layer to the cost function before each iteration. As shown
in the study, limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) [24] is a suitable
optimization algorithm for updating W and b in the process of
back propagation. In this study, L-BFGS is adopted. Concretely,
i 
the Softmax regression function h  m  takes the form:
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Where m(i) is the key feature from the output layer of SAE.
Through fine tuning softmax weight decay, it will take care of the
numerical problems associated with over-parameterized
representation. This model generalizes logistic regression to
classification problems where the class label can take on more
than two possible values.

2.3 Data preprocessing
Each mandarin image set included three views (i.e. the front view,
the top view and the bottom view). For example, three views of a
mandarin were shown in Figure 4-6. In the actual living
environment, due to the influence of external factors such as
human and smart phone brand, the three views obtained by smart
phones were usually less stable and clear than those obtained in
the laboratory environment. In order to improve the stability and
reliability of the classification system, the research team carried
out a series of preprocessing on the mandarin images, including
converting the images of the three channels into single channel
images. Secondly, image filtering can remove the interference and
influence of image noise and improve image quality. The research
team performed the same preprocessing on all mandarin image
data, then extracted the 72-dimensional texture features,
normalized them, and added labels. Finally these texture features
were converted into specific training data. After 0-1 normalization,
these features were extracted and input to the SAE.

(6)

Then, the sparsity penalty term is incorporated into the new cost
function:
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where β is a weight of the sparsity penalty term. During the
process of learning, the new cost function J sparse W , b  is

(8)

Figure 4. The front view of a mandarin

Figure 5. The top view of a mandarin

106 fold

87.31%

212 fold

87%

424 fold

89.45%

848 fold

88.81%

4240 fold

88.97%

8480 fold

88.81%

Average

87.35%

The results of various CVs were satisfactory, with a
minimum accuracy of 82.97%, a maximum accuracy of 89.45%
and an average accuracy of 87.35%.Therefore, the experimental
results showed that the proposed classification method was
feasible. To further analyze the details of the classification, the
team conducted a detailed study of the 4240-fold CV. The
classification results of the study were shown in Table 3.
Table 3 The results of mandarin type in 4240-flod CV

Figure 6. The bottom view of a mandarin

3. Parameters of SAE-based classification
algorithm
After data preprocessing, these texture features selected from all
mandarins were input into the SAE, and then the outputs from the
SAE was input into the subsequent softmax classifier. In the
procedure, the input layer’s size of SAE was 72, and the first and
second hidden layer’s size was 200; sparsity parameter of the SAE
was 0.05. The weight decay parameter term of the SAE was 1e-8.
The weight of sparsity penalty term of the SAE was 3. The
Softmax weight decay was 1e-6. Finally the softmax classifier
was used to discriminate mandarin type.

4. Experimental results and analyses
In the study, the classification accuracy of Nanfeng mandarin was
computed by using cross validation (CV). For example, in the 4240fold CV, all the samples are randomly partitioned into 4240 groups,
with each group including two subjects. Of the 4240 groups, 4239
groups (8478 samples) were chosen as the training set, and
remaining one group was used as the test data. The validation was
repeated 4240 times such that each group was used exactly once as
test data. The final estimation was produced by averaging the 4240
results during the validation. The classifier predicted the labels
(Nanfeng mandarin = 1, Shaowu mandarin = 2, Liucheng mandarin
= 3 and Guangchang mandarin = 4) of the two subjects who were
left out, and the accuracy of each classification was assessed.
Finally, total accuracy was computed for each category. The
prediction parameters included true positive (TP), false negative
(FN), true negative (TN), and false positive (FP) classifications. The
accuracy was computed using the following formula.

Accuracy  (TP  TN ) / (TP  TN  FP  FN )*100%

(9)

The parameter of accuracy was reported in the study, and the results
of some CVs were shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The comparison results of different CV

CV

Accuracy

20 fold

82.97%

53 fold

85.51%

Type label

1

2

3

4

Total number

2720

1180

2300

2280

Number of prediction type 1

2470

18

267

0

Number of prediction type 2

58

954

5

169

Number of prediction type 3

190

3

2025

16

Number of prediction type 4

2

205

3

2095

Number of wrong prediction

250

226

275

185

Table 3 showed that Nanfeng mandarin was predicted to be
Liucheng mandarin 190 times, and Liucheng mandarin was
predicted to be Nanfeng mandarin 267 times. This phenomenon
may have something to do with the introduction of a large number
of mandarin seedlings from Nanfeng country to Liucheng country
since 1981. Secondly, Shaowu mandarin was predicted to be
Guangchang mandarin 205 times, and Guangchang mandarin was
predicted to be Shaowu mandarin 169 times. Finally, there were
few misclassifications among other species. For example,
Nanfeng mandarin was predicted to be Shaowu mandarin 58 times,
and to be Guangchang mandarin 2 times. Other CV results
showed the same classification trend as the 4240-fold CV. In
general, different CV had produced consistent results for the
classification of different mandarin.
In the study of 2720 Nanfeng mandarins, 2300 Liucheng
mandarins, 1180 Shaowu mandarins and 2280 Guangchang
mandarin, texture feature array extracted from three views was
classified as Nanfeng mandarin or other mandarins with an
accuracy of approximately 90% using SAE algorithm. In a
previous study [25], three types of mandarins (Nanfeng mandarin,
Liucheng mandarin and Shaowu mandarin) had been studied by
NIR and principal component analysis, and the literature
demonstrated that they could be distinguished completely. The
literature did not give a quantitative description of the
experimental samples and also used professional equipment.
Therefore, this method had certain limitations and could not be
popularized. In another study [26] using chemical method，the
researchers measured the volatile matter in the skins of three
different types of mandarin, then analyzed their 17 main
components, and finally divided them into three types. The
chemical method had accurate result, but was still not widely
available. Another study [27] combined spectroscopy and

chromatography with chemometrics. The comprehensive method
had been successfully applied in the identification of geographical
indication product-Nanfeng mandarin. This comprehensive
method was relatively accurate, but it was still time-consuming,
labor-intensive and difficult to implement. All of the above
studies had achieved certain achievements, but they had adopted
professional methods, so they were not efficient and not widely
spread.
Using a novel machine learning method and smart phone, the
accuracy in the study was approximately below 10% compared
with the best result of the reference [27] cited in this article. But
the method may be easily applied in the identification of
geographical indication product. It was suggested that the
framework of SAE and softmax classifier should be a better
choice to discriminate Nanfeng mandarin from other three kinds
of mandarin through image.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, the method blending three views and using deep
learning successfully classified Nanfeng mandarin and other three
different mandarins with an average accuracy of 87.35%. This
method is the most convenient and economic method among the
state-of-the-art results. So this proposed method in the study may
provide a good and easy way to indicate Nanfeng mandarin.
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